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The article examines the structure of Mariupol Greek court and the changes taking place 
in the course of its functioning. It was determined that there were six departments in the court: 
criminal, public, investigative, economic, orphan and police ones. The article gives the 
characteristics of the basic fields of activities of this institution: legal proceedings in public 
cases in which the Greeks were engaged; investigation and interrogation in criminal cases; 
police activity – secret watching, inquiries, apprehension and detention of criminals; customs 
supervision; execution of secret decrees of province administration – search of fugitive 
convicts, counterfeiters etc; economic cases supervision, drawing up reports as to economic 
development of the neighbourhood. According to the court decree every village had assigned 
police staff for order monitoring. Russian officials worked in the police.

The stuff of the Greek court was comprised of a chief of the court, four assessors and a 
secretary. In the middle of the XIX century the stuff of the court included a chief of the court, 
three assessors, a secretary and heads of departments subordinate to him. As usual one of 
assessors was charged with the police responsibilities, the second – with investigation ones, 
the third – with financial duties. Except the secretary and the heads of departments court 
officials were elected by the Greek resettlers for the three-year term. For this purpose once in 
three years every Greek village sent to Mariupol city two commissioners who together with the 
city representatives elected a chief and three court members. The stuff of Mariupol Greek court 
was represented only by the ethnic Greeks.  

The informative potential of Mariupol Greek court materials in regard to examining 
Pryazovya Greek community everyday life was analysed in the article. The Greek court 
functioning problems were connected with the staff of the institution. Well-off Greeks often 
used financial and personal influence in resolving to their advantage. Besides, in everyday life 
Greeks quite often faced the problem of long legal investigation in the Greek court. The period 
from the document acceptance to case settling usually took much time. There were some 
occasions when Greeks wrote complaints to Novorosiya Governor-general against Mariupol 



Greek court because of long term of legal investigation or assessors’ abuse of their official 
position.
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The primary focus of the article is on the mythological aspect of the building ritualism. 
According to the traditional Ukrainian worldview, dwelling is not only a place of residence of 
its living owners, but also "guests" from the "other" world, i.e. characters of the so-called 
"lower" mythology.

The author of the given ethnographic research caries out an in-depth analysis of the set 
of magical actions and preventative measures the residents of the house undertook in order to 
protect their dwelling, as well as disarm, invite or coax the representatives of the mythological 
world.

The article describes a number of rituals related to the choice of a "clean" place to build 
a house and rites connected with laying the foundation and the process of building. The article 
also pays attention to the fact of the ritual incompleteness of a building during the year and 
focuses on the very moment of moving into a new house. All the rituals described can be 
viewed as a proof of the belief that the house is in habited not only by the living residents, but 
also by the domestic spirits – a group of different mythological characters that were thought to 
encourage livestock breeding and promote personal welfare. Ethnographic materials testify 
that the dwelling and its parts, doorstep in particular, are associated with the origin of the 
Carpathian spirit of enrichment (one of the types of the domestic spirits). The author concludes 
that the corners and the foundation below the doorstep of the house were the main loci of 
demonological characters, since, initially, they were burial places for all "their" "clean" dead. 
The house was also inhabited by other types of domestic spirits, such as the house adder/snake, 
hodovanets’ and house spirit ("domovyk"). Temporary "guests" could also include "unclean" 
dead.

According to archaic beliefs, the successful construction of your own house, as well as 
the very fact of living there, depended on the assistance of the dead ancestors, who would 
become the guardians/temporary residents of the certain places in the house. That is why the 
significant part of the set of rituals was connected with magic, which aimed at both protecting 
members of the household from negative demonological influence and ensuring their happy life 
in the given house.
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